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Tho second meeting of the Advioory Committce on Rules of EJvidcnca

was held in the Ground Floor Confercnce Room of the Suprcrne Court Building

on October 14, 15 and 16, 1965.

The meeting was convened at 10:00 ae m.

All members were present except Mr. Frank G. Raichle, who was un-

avoidably absent.

Dean Joiner was unable to attend the first day of the

meeting and Professor Weinstein was unable to attend on the second day..
The melabers attending were:
Albert E. Jenner, Jr.e

Chairman

David Berger
Hicks Epton
Robert W. Erdahl
Joe Ewing Estes
Thomas F. Green, Jr.
Egbert L. Haywood
Charles W. Joiner
Herman F. Selvin
Simon E. Sobeloff
Craig Spangenberg
Robert Van Pelt
Jack B. Weinstein
Edward Bennett Williams
Edward W. Cleary, Reporter

-

Judge Albert B. Maris, Chairman of the standing Committee on Rules
of Practice and Procedure, and William E. Foley. Secretary to the Rules
Committees, were also in attendance.
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The Chicf Justice and Mair. Ju ;tice CLark attended
the meeting briefly
at the closc of the

seSSions on Saturday at noon.

The Chief Justice addressed

the members statinrg that he appreciated their
villingness to undertake the
very enormous task before them and he feels certain
thle Committee will
make a great contribution in this field.
The meeting was called to order by the Chairman,

-Vir.

Jenner, who

stated that three of the less controversial topics
had been selected for
discussion at the meeting.

These were Authentication

and Opinions and Expert Testimony.

0

Content of Writings,

#

Memoranda on these subjects, as well

as proposed drafts for rules, had been prepared
by Professor Cleary, the
Reporter, and distributed to the members in advance
of the meeting.

The

Chairman called on Professor Cleary to discuss
the agenda and order of
busine as.

Professor Cleary stated that in preparing the proposed
rules he had
consulted the Uniform Rules of Evidence. drafted
by the National Conference

4

3.
of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws, and the California Code.

The

numbering system which he used was explained and Professor Cleary stated
that it is a temporary working arrangement and should not bo considered
final.

He further stated that while he had been following the California Code

and the Uniform Rules, there were subjects which were not covered in the
Code and he hoped the members would make a thorough reading of the Code
to determine topics which were not covered but which should be covered in
the study of the Rules of Evidence.

He stated that he felt certain require.&

ments were necessary for satisfactory drafting: (1) treatment of definitions.
definitions should be avoided whenever possible; and (2) words should be
used'
in an ordinary meaning wherever possible
should be avoided.

contrie meanings to words

Definitions used should be placed in the material to

which they relate; rules should be drafted in the present tenses; and related
topics should be kept together.

He stated his object is to draft rules to

be as usable and accessible as possible.
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4.
Mecnoranelum No. 2.

:Ucson

The Reporter started the discussion by reviewing the text of the pre-

liminary discussion in this memorandum.

He stated that Article IX, foiow-

ing the pattern of the Uniform Rules, deals solely with the subject of

Authentication.

He felt it important for the Committee to keep in mind the

fact that a document satisfactorily authenticated does not mean it is necessariy

admissible in evidence.

,

:

He hoped that "authentication" would not be thought

of as the equivalent to "admissible in evidence."

topic than it is usually regarded as being.

Authentication is a broader

Frequently it is thought of as

documents (the Uniform Rules deal with it as if it were documents only and
the California Code deals with it in the same way), but it should be a broader
problem *- one of relevancy.

He further stated that in preparing the drafts

he had dealt with authentication in the broad sense and not as purely a

documentary problem.
Discussion was held on the departure from the present rule In that
authentication should be used in the broad sense and the effects of departing

~
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fronm the present rule.

Judge Este. moved that the Reporter be instructed that the Committee
wishes to depart from the procedure which has been traditional up to the
present date, in order that authentication may include not only documents
but matters and other things of physical nature.

Professor Weinstein then asiked for a point of clarification as to
whether "things other than documents" include the identification of the human
voice on the telephone.

Mr., Williams suggested that there may be confusion

by virtue of the fact that authentication and relevancy may be overlapping
when there is a situation where the issue is whether the document offered
is what it purports to be or what the proponent claims it to be.

He stated

that he thought it would be a radical departure from the present rule to
include authentication of a voice.

Mr. Berger did not see what could be

accomplished by this departure.

goingr

beyond documents
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Mr. Selvin had no objection to the rule

that it should go as far as the necessity
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neccssity bingty NvhatUever e r.nccessary to prove that something is what it is
claimed to be.

Judge Van Pelt felt that the torm "foundation" was somewhat

synonymous to the meaning of authentication in the broad sense but some
of
the members held the viewpoint that the term "foundation" would also
need
clarification.

Mr. Epton thought the matter of voice was what is usually

thought of as "foundation,

"

but that he would support a motion that authentica-b

tion go beyond the original concept of documents.
it should be limited to objects.

He personally felt that

Professor Weinstein did not feel the Cosr.

mittee should adopt a resolution of this type at this advance stage as
he
could not see, from the conversation, any serious divergence of views
of the
basic policy.

He felt that the members were agreeing that the basic

propositions were that anything relevant is admissible unless there Is
good
reason to keep it out and that relevancy has beenddefined in the Uniform
Rules
as anything which has any probative force in tending to prove the material
proposition in the case.

He felt there was agreement that every piece of

evidence has to be sufficiently connected with the material prqposition
so
'\
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7.
that a reasonable jury could find that it has no probative force.

With

respect to the subject of documents, he felt that the rule of authentication
is designed to take care of the matter.
Professor Weinstein offered an amendment to Judge Estes motion
that the Committee approve the Reporter's suggestion that the rule will
cover the foundation for admission of specific types of evidence in addition
to writings, such as telephoneecalls, tapes, and other items.
accepted the amendment to his motion.

Judge E3ste8

Judge Sobeloff called for a point of

clarification as to whether the rule will cover not only documents but any
othor things introduced

e.

the proper foundation, identification of voices, etc.

The Cha*ir stated that this was the understanding.

Judge Estes restated his

motion as follows:
That the Reporter be instructed that the Committee

wishes to depart from the procedure which has been

.

traditional up to the present date in order that
authenticity may include not only documents but
matters and other things of physical nature.
The motion was carried unanimously.
-~,
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lu"le 9-04.

.Lkoct of Auth"'.Uc'ction [To be, rcn;mbrcd 9-01

The Reporter stated that as a result of the discussion, he would llke

to change the order of hiB proponcd rule3 .- makini pre3ently numbered

Rule 9-04, affect of Authentication, Rule 9-01.

He also suggested that the

second sentence reading as follows be deleted:

"If the opposite party intro-

duces evidence of non-authenticity, the issue of authenticity is for the trier
of fact."

The menb era agreed and Mr. Haywood moved that the second

sentence be deleted.

The motion carried.

It was further agreed that

Rule 9-04 be changed to Rule 9-01 and that the terminology be left to the

Reporter.

Professor Cleary stated that according to the suggestions from

the floor. the rule would read similar to the following:

"Upon the introduction of evidence sufficient to support
a finding that the matter in question, is,

or at a.

relevant time in the past was, what its proponent claims

it to be the requirement of authentication or identification
as a condition precedent to admissibility in evidence Is
satisfied."

9.
M.Ir. J cnrr as'ed Profeasor Cleary to Gond copies of the revi:Aone of
the drafts to the Committee members, and that any comments from the
members should be distributed to every member.

It vwas pointed out that

Mlr. Foley would be glad to have the comments duplicated and distributed if
the members will send the original to him.
Rule 903.

Evrldence of Auth£nticity

To be renumbered 9-02]

The Reporter suggested the first sentence be stricken in lieu of prior
action and the openflg paragraph will read as follows:

By way of illustration and not by way of limitation,
the following methods of authentication may be used.
as may be appropriate:
The Committee approved deletion of the first sentence.
Subdivision (a)

It was decided that the language in subdivision (a) is too restrictive

and the Reporter stated that it may be better to drop out subdivision (a) and
pick it up again at the end of the mustrations after subdivision (j).

After

discussion, it was the consensus of the Committee that this be deleted.
t
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Subtclivoison (b)

p

Mr. Spanenberg thouaght tho phrase "An admlocion by tle party"

-irlit

be misconstrued as being tantamount to a scope of the profession where it is
known that authenticity of thines is very often proved by silence.

Professor

Weinstein thought that extra judicial admissions is actually what is meant.
I-Ie felt the whole hearsay rule of admission was being incorporated.

Mr.

Selvin sugested that subdivision (b), as well as the other subdivisions, be
eliminated because he did not like illustrations in the statute of the rule
his reason being that if any of these things consist of testimony or testimonial I
utterances, or documents of any kind that tend to prove or disprove authentic
then they are relevant and are admissible unless something In the rules say
they are not.

Professor Weinstein stated that there are some situations, and

X

he thought perhaps these illustrations were designed to meet these, where tho
common law rule has developed

e

mostly where there is an uncertainty.

Mr. Berger suggested that it would be better to put illustrative material In a
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or identific ....
tion.

ThoeRcportcr fcll',. t~hat tV10matters,anld perha~ps moro,.R

would have to be dealt with: (1) treatment of specimen signatures and (2)

ancient document3 rule.

corr-mon law.

The other matters are a necessity of restating the

Mr. Jenner stated he thought the CommIittee had reached a

point of eliminating specificity in Rule 9.O3 with the possible exception of
the ancient document rule, which is subdivision (i), and specimons. which
is subdivision (d).

A suggestion was made that these rules folow the pattern

of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and Professor Cleary stated he w-'

disturbed by the suggestion.

He did not think that similarity in itself is an..

objection, but he did think there is little relation to the problems of the

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.

The problems that their Committee dealt

with were different from the problems of this Commit*eo.

He stated that

the Committee must realize that It is confronted with a very positive choice.

,
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docr fan d o- s lot s.ati3fy thu rcquircmc tas, and he wvondored what thould
b'c. clc~io lor taz- rorcrvoir.

Should the Conrnittee attempt to oupply that

dernad 1ead~nZ. up to X point or rcfer the reader back to 7Wioro?

Judge

Sobclof suggested that in order to get a better perspective the matter could
bettor be settled after going through the 8pecific illustrations or after
consideration of the other rules.

Mr. Jenner suggested that the words "of

authenti.Ity" be eliminated in the draft.
sugge.tion.

There was no opposltion to this

It was the consensus of the Committee that consideration of

Subdivision (b) be left for future consideration,
Subdivision (C)

Discussion was held as to whether to attempt to preserve any line of
demarkation between the lay and expert handwriting witness.

After con.

siderable discussion on the floor, Mr. Jenner stated the issue as he saw
it was one of whether the Reporter should attempt to distinguish between

1 3.

the lay witilcSa,

and the expert witnesa and, if no, on what basin.

Jucl&e

Van Pelt inquired whether there was anyone who felt the non-expert should

be excluded from testifying.

The Chair stated there hai~d been no comments

to indicate that the non-export should be excluded.

It was the consensus that if the Committee retains subdivision (c)

the

Ad
-it

distinction between the lay witness and the expert should be maintained, but

that the phrase "acquired prior to the origin of the controversy" be stric o-en

and the phrase "not acquired for the purpose of litigation" be substituted
,;.

therefor.

'

-

~ ~~~~

Professor Cleary stated that he was concerned over the possibility

that the requirement of personal knowledge is too restrictive and suggested

the word "familiarity" unless a better one was suggested.

There was no

opposition from the floor to using the more general context such as

"familiarity" rather than the more specific term "personal knowledge."
ma

Subdivision (d)
After thorough discussion ofi this subdivision, Judge Estes suggested

the terminology follow the language of the Federal Statute as it now exists,

.

2

1731.

U. S.G.
C

J.}on
pIr. at-.'Icd t1.t

\vlh.t

the Ccoirnfttcc i5 striving for

is not the effect of this evidence as it comes in, b-it tho adminsion of the
exemplar without unfair or unconstitutional implications.

I-ea felt the rule

should say that the comparison of a writing of the prior fact or by the expert
witness with specimens which the court finds as prima facie fact have been

accepted or treated as authentic by the opposite party. After further dis cussion the Chair stated that from the conversation the consensus appears to ,:
be that there is need for a stronger persuasion for the admission of the
exemplar than other bits of evidence in the case and that the Committee is
willing to resolve the issue raised by Judge Estes and not leave It as Congres

recites. Mr. Haywood moved that the words "to the satisfaction of the couwt'v ,
be deleted. Mr. Blerger offered an amendment to Mr. Haywood's motion
to read as folows: "Comparison of writing, by the trier of fact or by expertwritneses, with speciens which, fr r
court finda

9

purpose of admissibility, the

tMr. Berger' amenldment was placed before the
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aS arlcmncdcd, was rcstated so that fnibdivision (d)

wowld rcad as follow3:
Comparison of writin-, by the trier of fact or by expert
witnesses, with spocimcns which for the purpose of
admissibility the court finds (1) have been admitted to be
or treated as authentic by the opposite party or (2) have
otherwise been proved to be authentic,
Judge Sobeloff said he was concerned by the word "finds."

Professor

Cleary stated thathe thought the confusion arose from thinking the word
"admitted" meant admitted in evidence, but that it does not have that moanng.
Mr. Epton thought the word"conceded to bel

would be better.

Professor

Cleary, however, thought that the word "admitted" was better as it is a term
of law, whereas "conceded' is not,

Judge Van Pelt thought that Judge

Sobelofs suggestion in grammar and substance was good as he wondered if

there was any necessity for the words "court finds" inasmuch as he did not
think there waa any necsasity a the court maing a inding of any kind of
specimens admitted.

-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
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o'4r. Selvin asked for a point of clarification.

He wondered if

the Committee Was providing in princilpal a standard of admissibility.
for exemplar of handwriting that is different from the standard of
admissibility that was agreed upon in 9-04 [renumbcred 9-010.

Alsos:0

would the Committee be setting up a rule which will make judges
determination whether for purposes of admissibility or making his,
determination primal in the case, or is the Committee precluding the
Jury in the case from getting a chance at the ultimate issue of'
the authenticity of the exemplar.
standing of the members'

The Chairman stated his under-- -

views were that the Committee is.

attempting to establish a burden of persuasion more severe with.
respect to the exemplar than the Cor.Mnittee is willing to do as to,
other documents.
it

And as to finding of fact, itf any, on the jury.-

is the Committee's purpose to leave that issue open.
Judge Sobeloff suggested a comment to take care of Mr.

Williams'

point concerning the defense's attorney.

He thought

the comment could say the rule deals only with the question
of admissibility; that it

does not deal with

.a

V
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the ultinza.tc detcrmirnation of a-utll-hoticity by the jury; and leave the question

of fact open to the jury.

The Committee approved the firsat sentence of subdivision (d) with
one member voting negatively.
Professor Weinstein moved to strike the whole second sentence as it
does not seem to add anything that is not already in the first sentence or
otherwice been proved; particularly since the standards and ancient docwnentrule which provides a method of proof would already be proposed.

That is.

the words "have otherwise been proved" means "have otherwise been proved
by any method,

"

which is suitable for proof and since this has already boen ..

provided by another method there is no need to put It in.

It suffers from

the objection again of indicating that this ancient documents rule, for this
purpose, means something different from the other and, indeed, that the
court does not have discretior

The words "may be made with a specimoeat

purporting to be authentic and acted upon as such by persons having an

interest in knowing whether it is authentic" may be read in light of the

12.
first srcntcace as requiring the judgle.,
to

'ise

if these two matters wvere Ostablished,

thio as a cornmlrison slr.-nture even though he is convinced that it

probably is not an accurate comparison signature or lie wouldn't have let it

in under the first sentence because the person acting upon it may have been
a dupe and the fact that it is twenty years old does not mean anything.
further stated he thought it had a detrimental value.

I-le

The Reporter agreed

but thought the Committee should consider the possibility that the ancient
documents rule, which is inOFubdivision (i) sets up a lesser standard and in
order to get an ancient document admitted, under the ancient documentarue,
these things only have to be shown as prima facie.

The Judge's decision on

these ancient documents requirements is not conclusive and he docent have
to make a finding.

There he only has to make a finding that there has been a

prima face showing of these three usual things required for the ancient

documents rule.

Proxessor Weinstein, however, did not agree.

Professor

Cleary further thought this could be covered in a comment with a cross

PUBLISHER'S NOTE
Page(si)
1
-is/are missing.
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reference to the ancient documents rule.

After thorough discussion

of the sentence the Committee approved Professor Weinstein's
motion to strike the sentence.

The motion carried with a vote

of 7 approving and 2 dissenting.
Mr. Jenner inquired why subdivisions (c) and (do were limited
to writings and whether they should include artistry such as
headstones, eta.

Professor Cleary thought subdivision (c) should

be limited to handwriting but that if

subdivision (d),

as drafted,

X

were relaxed by eliminating any reference to writing it could
include the typewriter.

He thought in subdivision (d) a comparison >

could be used and strike out the words "of writing."

Mr. Jenner

suggested that the Committee vote on an issue of policy as to
whether the Committee feels the Reporter should attempt to extend
subdivisions (c) and (d)

to other matters than writing.'

Sobeloff moved that this be done.

*

Judge

The motion was carried.

Subdivision (e)
Judge Sobeloff asked whether the word "contents" was used onjy in connection with documents or related to conversation.

Ppfzzzp

X

2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Professor Cleary stated he thought it should be broad enough to
include telephone conversations, but further stated that he
thought this was a well-known technique of authentication.

He

thought it could be carried further and stated, that his Note
had made a reference to language patterns.- The Committee discussed A
the matter of patterns as it should cover more than just language pa
terns.

Mr. Spangenberg suggested that the subdivision include

contents,, substance,

or extrinsic patters taken in conjunction

with surrounding circumstances.

Extrinsic patterns were clarified

to mean peculiarities, sounds, brush strokes such as on
etc.

-

Matisse,

X

No formal action was taken on this subdivision..

-

Meeting recessed at 5:00 p.m.
Reconvened at Q:30 a.m., October 15

Subdivision (f)
After discussion of this subdivision, Mr. Spangenberg moved
its adoption.

The motion carried unanimously.

Mr. Hayiiood asked

Professor Cleary whether in working up this subdivision',he had any--

qualifying thoughts as to particular circumstances.
£~~~~~~~~~

irofessor
.
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Cleary stated that there are a surprising number of cases involving
an identification of the voice after the act has been committed.
Blackmail was mentioned as an example; also rape cases.in which
the victim was contacted by telephone after the act was committed.

Subdivision (g)
After discussion of this subdivision,
it

Mr. Jenner stated that

seemed to be the consensus of the Committee to keep in mind

that this is

basic authentication.

division (g)

to'-be sufficiently broad enough to cover the usual

The Committee would like sub-

X

listing in the directory, plus other means of identifying locationwise or otherwise a telephone number as one that has been assigned
by the telephone company.

It

may be to a false name but it

has a

degree of regularity or authenticity can be established then prima
facie it

Ax

is authenticated for the purpose of admissibility dependinq

on whether It is otherwise admissible.
it

'

Professor Green thought

should be done by retaining the present language and adding

another phrase to take care of points raised during the discussion,
such as proving what the telephone operator eggs,

etc.

Professor

X
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Cleary suggested that the phrase "or otherwise proved to have been
assigned to, or used by,, the person" be added at the end of the
sentence.

Mr.

hearsay rule.

Selvin suggested this be cross referenced to the
Mr. Selvin's suggestion was informally approved.

Subdivision (g) was unanimously approved to read as follows;
(g)

Evidence of' the making of a telephone
call to the number for the person in
question furnished by the telephone
company through its directory or an
operator, or otherwise proved to have
been assigned to or used by the person.

Professor Cleary mentioned aecompanion point-- the usually

s

recognized presumption that when telephoning a place of business,
the presumption is that the person answering the phone is an agent

-

who is authorized to transact business of a kind that can reasonably
be transacted over the telephone.

He stated that he did not deal.

with this point in the draft as it

is not strictly a problem of

authentication.

He merely thought that at some time the Comr-

mittee may want to deal with it. He also suggested that it could'

be incorporated here al3 subjectvilsc it

it

would not.

wiould fit

in

-

logically,

<

The conseonsus of the Committee w.as that this

matter be deferred and the Reporter should present it to the
Committee in the future.
Subdivision_(h
The Reporter suggested that the last phrase of this subdivision "or a certificate by the custodian to that

effect 0" be

stricken and that the phrase be dealt with in another section.
After discussion,

Mr. Jenner stated the Committee should decide whetbw

the over-all policy is to be in general that the Committee liberalize
in the way of admission of proof particularly in those places
where the party against whom or with respect to whom the proof is
being offered has not had an opportunity to check it.

Mr.

Spangenberg moved that subdivision (h) be adopted with the sentence'
ending with the word "kept,"
remains.
countries.

and deletion of the phrase which

Mr. Erdahl inquired about public records from foreign
Judge Maris stated that the Advisory Committee on

1

2 5.
Rulv,

of Civil Procedure in conjunction with the Commission and

Advisory Comrittoc on International Rules of Judicial Procedure,
had 6eveloped a proposal which would take care of the matter of
authentication of foreign and domestic records.

The matter of

certification of' foreign and dome.tic records was also discussed.
The Chair suggested that the limitation of subdivision (h) be

deferred until specific proposals with respect to foreign records
are considered at a later time during this meeting.

Mr. Spangenberg 'Ig'

restated his motion that subdivision (h) with respect to domestic-,.
records be approved.

The motion was duly acted upon and carried.

Dean Joiner inquired about the words "official record" being
used in the best evidence rule and the words "public record"
being used in this subdivision.

Professor Cleary stated that he

had made a note to see that these two rules conform.
Subdivision_(i'
The Reporter stated that the word "of" in the second line of
subdivision (i) should have been "concerning its" so that it

;

2 6.

would rcad "is

in such condition -s

Corning its authenticity."

to crcate no suspicion con-

In the phrase under (il)

the words

" such a" should be deleted to read "was in a place where the
document,

if

authentic, would be likely to be,

and."

Mr. Epton

suggested that in the phrase "would be likely to be" in item
(ii) the words "be" and "to" be deleted to read "would likely be."
The consensus of the Committee was that this should be donee
After discussion of this rule in general and of the time
limit, Mr. Haywood moved that subdivision (i)

be adopted with the

changes suggested by Professor Cleary down through subsection (Uii)
to end with the word "offered," but with the change in 20 years to
30 years.

Mr. Williams moved an amendment to Mr. Haywood's

motion that the number of years remain 20 as shown by the Reporter.
Mr. Spangenberg called for a preliminary vote on the sense of the
Committee as to whether a time limit is wanted and if so whether
20 or 30 years.

Mr. Haywood and Mr. Williams dithdrew their

en

27.e

mr-OtiOnls inl dOf'Qrc0nce to Mxr.

Arlr

Spangenberg' s motion.

Mr.

Spangenberg

stated his motion to read as follows:
(i)

Evidence that a writinF; (i)

is

in such con-

;

4

dition as to create no suspicion concerning
its authenticity,
the document,
and (iii)
time it

if

(ii) was in a place where
authentic., would likely be,

is at least

_

years old at the

-

is offered.

The motion was duly acted upon and carried with two members
voting negatively.

Mr. Williams moved the time limit be stated

as 20 years as drafted by the Reporter.

The motion was duly acted

X

upon and carried with 7 members voting for 20 years and four
preferring 30 years.
The Reporter stated he would like to withdraw the last clause-"or evidence that a writing is

otherwise indicated by circumstances

to be authentic," as he thought a dragnet should be pkt in to take
care of custody cases.

Professor Green thought there might be

X
X

another section on public custody which spells out private custody.He further suggested that subdivision (e) be used and that Professors

28.

Cleary be instructed to clarify

''f!.

a comment.

Professor

Cleary stated that he would take care of the comment.

Mr. IHayuood

moved the Reporter's suggestion to eliminate the last part of the
sentence "or evidence that a writing is otherwise indicated by
circumstances to be authentic."
Subdivision

The motion carried.

Ii

The Reporter suggested a revision to read "any other means
provided by an act of Congress."

Professor Green asked for a

clarification as to whether the Reporter's

idea was to take care of-

any other method of authentication in the first part of this subset
division.
feel,

Professor Cleary stated that he would be prepared to

with the risk of some repetition,

dragnet

that there should be a

(perhaps as an additional subdivision)

that would go

back to 9-04 to pick up the general language to be sure this is

not taken as an exclusive enumeration of methods of authentication.Included in

the new subdivision would be any other evidence suffioien

to support a finding that the matter in

question is or at a

rclcJO-.r't

ir.10 in the pa.t was iJ 4- t C C

The Committcc
subdivision.

claimed by its
Cor

.Vugscted that th13 be done by commen'

It

rather

than~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

rathcr than

was further sug csted that the introductory pro-

vi3ion be left out and a new subdivicion be included in lieu thereof.
Profe:3or Cleary thought it was more important to have the introduc iory clause than to have it
discussion of this matter,

it

placed at the end, and after
was the consensus of the Committee

that the Reporter be instructed to prepare a redraft for the next
meeting.

The Chairman stated he did not think the Committee had

-

reached a point where it wanted to make a decision as to whether
the topics slculd be left as illustrations or should be.placed
in the comment until after consideration of all rules dealing with
authentication.
could be made.
Rule 9-01.

At that time an objective decision in this area
The Reporter was asked to prepare a redraft.

Prima Facie Authenticity._[To be renumbered 9-03

The Reporter stated that the discussion could start out from
the position that there are some situations which

wlL1 be

agreed

,

3 {),

up)on that no prcii-Mnary evidonce of authenticity in the norianml
grilne

of the Word ought to be x'equircdlk.

Aloo , thr^ ; documents

o

and perhaps other things in addition to documents can be proved up
without any testimony as to authenticity and leave it open to the

opposite party to dispute.

He stated that the first three sub-

dcvisions of the proposed rule had been contained in proposed
'Rule 44 in the Preliminary Draft of the Civil Rules with the'
exception being that this has been broadened to say "documents" ratlej
than "official record" as being broader and more inclusive.

He

felt there are many things today which are provable by certificate

e

but which, in a sense , are not public records and do not constitute
a record such as certificate by a public survey, marriage certifit
and public surveyors certificate.

Judge Maris stated that the

proposed amendment to Rule 44 does not change the word 'official
record"

-i

it was also in old Rule 44

not expand the concept.

the proposed rule does

He did not think the Civil Committee

had addressed itself to this problem.

-

Prof,
o.

or Gr -oarn moved that the Co: mittec approvc the uso

'Vhc word "docu=Tcnt"s`

this rule.

of tho v.ordsj "official records" in

inst-ad

The motion carried unanimously.

then moved that subdivision

(a)

Professor Green

of this rule be amended

so that

the

<
_2

last

clause reads "and a signature purporting to benan attestation

or execution is

prima facie authentic.

t

"

:

The motion carried

unanimously.
Judge Maris asked if subdivision

subdivision,

and Professor Green suggested that

of subdivision (a)

"1of any entity

the word "thereof"

mentioned above."

that

this

that

they would wish subdivision

beaadded.

or political

(a)

on the fifth line

be deleted and the words

Committee,, as a matter of policy,

public corporations,
public

(a) would include a municipal, _

X

Mr. Spangenberg moved

instruct

the Reporter-

to apply to public agencies, .

municipal corporations,

and in general all

subdivisions of the state,

the language to

drafted by the Reporter.

-

be

'

The motion carried unanimously.

*

... S

Profcczor Grcon azldcd if
thJi

a NTotary Public i ould be covercerd

-lubdiv .3ion and. tho corzcnzus vz

asked if

that h

jroould.

a picture of a zeal would apply where it

by

T1r7 Ha11y.wood

states a seal

and Professor Cleary stated that the Seventh
Circuit said it did.
However, the Committee decided this point
was Tor the Judge to
decide.

Subdivision (b)
Subdivision (b) was approved with the deletion
of the word
"such" in the third line and deletion of the comma
after the word
"officer" in the fourth line.

Dean Joiner expreseed concern over

.

r

subdivision (a) applying to a signature either of
attestation or an
executed signature with a seal, and subdivision
(b) applying to
a document signed by an officer who does not have
a seal, and he
wondered if It were possible to have a document
of a public
nature that is not signed by an officer,

He inquired whether

the authentication procedure should follow as in subdivision
(b)*
Professor Cleary stated that Dean Joiner's point
could be met

- .,.
I'~

.

..

.

33 by u3ing in both subdivisions (a) and (b) the term"documcnt or
certification."

Mr. Berger questioned whether "certification"'

should be used as this could be part of a document.

It was the

consensus of the Committee that the Reporter should be asked
to prepare a redraft of this subdivision.

Subdivision (c)
It was decided that the Committee was limited on this subdivision as it should follow the proposed amendments to the Civil
Rules and this should be deferred to a later date.

Mr. Berger

questioned the words "and accuracy" as he thought those were two
disparate concepts

one being authenticity of genuiness and the

other accuracy which he knghk thought required some evaluation
of the contents of the document.

Mr. Williams stated he thought

the words "and accuracy"' did not mean the accuracy of what is
related in the document but that the copy proffered was an accurate
copy.

Mr. Berger stated that if that is what is meant it should

be more specific

It was decided that the words " .ad accuracy

means accuracy of the reproduction.

*

s

d

. -

,.

, 4 - . . .-

H iv

3)

Th~e Eportoer zt;.ccd that this subdiviSion uaz an esfort to pick
up the evidentiary sections of the Uniform Commercial Code.

it

was the consensus of the Committee that the Reporter be instructed
to see what he could do Bh

way of picking up the Commercial Code

provisions and drafting an acknowledged document provisions that
seems reasonably to conform to the average and traditional state
practice.

Subdivision(e
It

was the consensus of the Committee that subdivision (e)

should be placed before subdivision (d).

Professor Cleary stated

that this subdivision isu conventional and he hopes it

will be adopted,-

Mr. Berger moved adoption of subdivision (e) in the draft with hhe.
deletion of the word "printed" in the second line and insertion
therefor the word "issued," and that subdivision (e) be placed
before subdivision (d).

The motion carried unanimously.

Mr. Epton thought the drafting could be ±mproved by saying
"a book,

pamphlet,

or other publication,

is prima facie issued

'

3'.
-by

Th

puit),

;lu'vholitic."

c aL4 u,-!-o,. 4- c2^.TtChoi,-u,.':;
T

this w&ould cl3.imLn(-tc

Profcssor Clcacry zaI

that he w;ould attcmnplt to In-

corporate all sufg.estions in the final draft.
Subdivisions (d), (f ) and (g)
Subdivi3lon (e)

Osubdivision (d) to be renumbered

I-

Professor Cleary stated that he hoped in some fashion the
appropriate provisions in the Commercial Code could be incorporated
in this rule or subdivisions,
acknowledged documents.e

and that the same could be done with

He felt that if this is done it

will still-

leave the problem of whether the Committee wants to accept the other
evidentiary aspects of the Commercial Rule provision which require
that the document to be authorized or issued by the third party
should be prima facie of the facts stated in the document by the
third party Ad or the hearsay provision.

The burden of proof

situation and the matter of hearsay will also need to be considered
Mr. Williams stated he was concerned about subdivision (e) regarding acknowledged documents,

as he felt that acknowledged

documents means that a number of witnesses statements taken by
the FBI are required to be acknowledged under the regulations

X

Vi

of the FBI.

lic could fore..ee some la;.yers argruing that a document
.,r

is

an acknowlleded doculment and offer it

Cleary, however,

as such.

Professori

stated that lie would pick out a good typical state

statute dealing with title documents,, primarily,

and follow this.

Dean Joiner thought a provision was needed pertaining to the
signature uf the maker of the note.

Mr.

Berger stated that before.

the policy issue was decided he would like to direct attention to
the phrase "records pertaining thereto. "

He felt this indicated

that anything pertaining to a commercial paper was prima facie
authentic.
the first

Professor Cleary stated it

was his understanding that

two lines of renumbered subdivision (d)

are to be deleted

and provisions of the Commercial Code will replace them,
Berger asked for a point of clarification and it

Mr.

was decided that.

o

this should be taken to mean that not everything in records pertaining4
to commercial papers are prima facie evidence of the facts contained,

Professor Cleary stated it would apply to bank records

and other similar records.

Discussion was then turned to the
'~-

37,
"third party."

The Reporter stated that he gathered the Committee

had agreed that the first two lines of renumbered zubdivision (d)
are to be deleted and provisions of the Commercial Code will replace them.
challenged

Nr. Berger felt that was the issue that was being
--

whether the provisions of the Commercial Code will

be enacted as the Federal Rules of Evidence.
policy question which should be settled.

He thought this was a

Dean Joiner suggested

that the Committee resolve the issue by asking the Reporter in
hIs next draft to include the authenticating provisions of the
Code in his language in such a way as to cover the matter in this
section and then to reserve the burden of proof sections and hearsay
aspects for the hearsay parts of the draft,

Mr. Jenner suggested

the Committee might like to instruct the Reporter to draw alternative t
drafts.

The consensus of the Committee was that alternative drafts

pertaining to the commercial papers subdivision would be appropriate

-X.4

'

_

Subdivision

(f)

Dean Joiner thought the 1ang-uar~c in subdivision (f)

should

"a purported printed copy of a newspaper or purported

j

periodical is prima facie of the newspaper or periodical it purports

;

read:

to be."

Professor Cleary stated that the word "authenticity" was

being used in the drafts and that the first rule entitled "Effect
of Authentication," as amended, will be along the lines of what

Dean Joiner has in mind.

Dean Joiner stated, however, that he did

not feel this took care of the problem.

Professor Cleary sum-

marized the suggestion that a purported printed copy be used.
Discussion washeld on the phase of the rule as to whether the Com-

-

mittee should accept a copy of a newspaper or periodical in evidence

S

without further authentication; and secondly, the extended
evidentiary aspect that it is also prima facie evidence that any

X

advertisement or notice therein was authorized by the person on
whose behalf it purports to have been published.

Mr. Berger moved

X

that the sense of subdivision (f), without agreeing to any particular
language, be adopted without any prima facie evidence language

--

-

39
limited to authontici1j.y,
MNr.

prima facic W:hat it

purports to be.

Selvin stated that he had no objection to provirg that the

issue was authentic but to go beyond that to prove who put the
advertisement in the paper was entirely a different matter.
was understood that this was not the intended meaning.

Mr. Berger

clarified his motion to indicate that the proponent would be able
to offer that the particular issue of the newspaper contained the
advertisement and that it
lengthy discussion,

should not go beyond that.

After

the Chair stated the consensus of the Comr-

mittee that the Reporter be instructed to draft a rule which will
cover the subject of authenticating newspapers and periodicals in a
broad sense and that as to the evidentiary effect the Reporter
submit it

either by way of alternative or in another section or

article of the rules as he sees fit.

The statement of the

Chairman was approved as the consensus of the Committee.A

Subdivision

z)

This subdivision presents a group of rmlsce'llaneous situations

I~~~~~~~~~~--

which have a common interest.

Mr.

Selvin stated that

4

It

rc 1'elt therre

X

4o.
was a drafting difficulty involved
there is

the first problem beinr

that

a discrimination between the owinercship of property
in

mark, name,
secondly,

--

or brand and the product to which it

as now drafted there is

of the product to which it

is

is

attached,

the
and

a question of the ownership

attached.

Professor Cleary stated

that Mr. Selvin was correct in the fact that two
situations are

being dealt with and wondered if the two situations
should be dealt
with separately.

Mr. Haywood suggested that subdivision (g) be

handled in the same manner as subdivision (f)

in that the Reporter

be instructed to draft the subdivision to cover the
authentic area
as it

is and leave to the Reporter's discretion whether
the other

areas should be worked in. The motion carried.
Rule 9-02.

Effect of PrimA Facie Authentcity

The Reporter stated that once the policy is agreed
upon it can
be incorporated in the opening sentence of the prior
rule.

Mr.

Berger thought the term "admissibility" was confused
with

"authenticity."

He thought this was a language problem which was

not intended bOAt mentioned it

for consideration in the redrafting*

ri

41;
HIe felt that the mere fact that something is
does not make it admissible.

prima facic authentic

Professor Cleary thought the Com-

mittee could go back to Rule 9-01 and cover the matter in the terms
of a condition preceding admissibility.

A

Mr. Selvin stated that

in order to choose between the two alternatives or to draft a
section having this effect, consideration would have to be given

to the whole policy of presumptions.

He suggested that this pro-'

vision be deferred until presumptions are taken up.

Professor

Cleary stated he thought the Committee could proceed with drafting
up to the point where the rule says that these are admissible inevidence without further proof of authenticity and itemize them.
The part concerning burden of proof could be deferred and then
continue to put it-into alternative form.

It was the consensus

of the Committee that the Reporter understood the thinking of
the Committee on this rule and that he submit a redraft.

Rule 2-05.- Subscribing Witness' Testimony Unneesar

~

Professor Cleary stated that there is a question in his mind

-X

as to whether a Federal set of rules needs anything in this area.

:1

However,

Mr.

Jenner stated that the Model Code has the rule,

the
3,i

1 2.
Uniforrmi Rule3 have it,
He therefore

fclt

and he felt there must be a problem containedf.

that consideration should be given to the rule

before a decision twas made to delete it.

Professor Cleary

explained the background for the rule and brought up the matter
of witnessing a will.

It

was brought out that the Federal courts

do not probate wills add therefore
concern.

the matter should be of no

Mr. Spangenberg moved that Rule 9-05 be adopted in

abbreviated form to say the testimony of subscribing witnesses is
not necessary to authenticate

a writing.

The motion carried.

Meeting recessed at 4:55 p.m
Reconvened at 9:00 a.m., October 15

MemorandumNo3
The topic of writings and recordings was discussed in

con-

Junction with the best evidence rule and the unanimous decision'
of the Committee was that the best evidence rule is needed in
drafting of Rule 10-01.

the

The Reporter was instructed to broaden

or narrow the drafting of the rule as he feels necessary.

SU'-`
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Thc ,.cpc'e r

tec ba.'ls of hi s tre atment of t his

:,sl:,Incd

subdivision to show that "lwritings" include other thinrs besides

words written on a piece of paper.

Discussion was held on the

m,'.atter of photographs and several members thought photographs
should be handled separately.
(a)

Mr. Haywood moved that subdivision

be adopted as stated by the Reporter.

"magnetic impulse," be Abserted
"mechanical."

Mr.

Jenner inquired whether this bubdivision
Professor Cleary thought

that an inscription would be a letter,
it would be a picture.

word,

or number,, and,

After discussion of the

the Committee decided the phrase should remain.

Pro~essor Weinstein then suggested that instead of1
"letters, words or numbers,

or their equivalent,

the words'

set dow-n) " the

words "communications recorded" be inserted therefor.
that he was unhappy about using the word "pictures."
ani

if

Professor Weinstein inquir'ed about

the phrase "in reasonably permanent form."
phrase,

was su.ggested that

immediately preceding the word

should also include "inscriptions."

not,

It

He stated
hIe

thought tha

,

then you ex:ldc .;
s

rmoions,

shrurs,

etc.

;ihich are not verbal

in the Judicial sense.

r

take care or Professor

l'einstein t s point, the words "still or moving

'illiams
Wr.

pictures" be substituted therefor.

sur,;ested that in order to

XI

Professor Weinstein agreed this.

would take care of his problem, but Professor Cleary pointed out
that this would not fit in with the rest of the sentence.

,

-

Professor Weinstein then moved that the Reporter be requested

s

to consider the matter of photographs and movies, and to draft a'
proposed rule either incorporating it in Article X or in a separate-X
provision for reconsideration.

|

His motion was withdrawn, however,

in respect to Mr. Haywoods motion already on the floor.

Mr.

Haywood's motion was restated that subdivision (a) be approved
with the phrase "magnetic impulse,."
"11photographing,"

inserted after the word

and the deletion of the phrase'lin reasonably

permanent form" at the end of the sentence,
after the word "tmeans."

placing the period

X

Professor Weinstein then offered an

amendment to Mr. Haywood's motion by adding the word "pictures"
,5

ater1

the Jord "w-ords.

of Professor
it

Dean Joincr 3tated he thought

the

;iuh.tance

I

W,4einsttein's motion was r-ocd but he would vote aFgainst

because of the draftsmanship.

Professor Wleinstein pointed out

that he did not intend his motion to be restrictive and the

Reporter could take care of the drafting.

It was the consensus of

X

the Committee that the policy be resolved by inclusion in subdivision (a) or preparation by the Reporter of a separate subdivisioXl
dealing with and intending to incorporate in the best evidence
rule the matter of photographs.

-

-

Professor Cleary thought at this point the Committee may want
to substitute the Uniform Rule for his proposed rule.

X

Judge

Estes stated that he preferred the Reporter's draft and the
Committee adopted the motion to approve subdivision (a) as stated
in Mr. Haywood's motion.

Subdivision (b)
Professor Cleary stated that he had taken the word "original"
to include carbon copies which are treated as an original, such
as a carbon of a bank statement, and carbon copies which are

.

46.
sirned and dated a.- being exact duplicates of the originals

Jurdge

I~tr:s statcd con!ern over the phrase "lraeally operative" as he
thoun ht there wrc chritings which should be included here but
which are not legally operative.

Dean Joiner thourrht it

u

would be

better to say "the original is the writing or recording itself or
any counterpart intended to have the same effect."

It was the con--

sensus of the Committee that the Reporter should furnish a redraft.
Dean Joiner brought up the matter that there may be as amny as
five originals and he wondered if htis had been taken into considerationX
Subdivision (c)
The Reporter inquired of the Committee whether the definition-:
of a "duplicate" is sufficiently broad enough to include subsequently made manual copies.

Professor Green moved that the

Committee approve subdivision (c)

-

as drafted by the Reporter

which would mean that handwritten copies ar compared copies are
excluded from subdivision (a).

This was clarified as being the

sense of the Committee and the precise wording would be left to
the Reporter.

The motion carried.
,

_
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.
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fuli

10-0an.

.,`71-i;
dence

Dflub

Ahe REpoater statod-that this is

more or less a convcntionel

rule and inasmuch as there would probably be no controversy the

subdivision should be passed over for the tIme and consideration
be given to the next subdivision.
Rube 10-03.

It

was so agreed.

Excep~tions: Duplicates

The Reporter gave the background on the drafting of this
rule and Mr. Williams stated that he thought there was an inconsistency between this rule and Rule 10-01(c) inasmuch as this
rule states "fairness requires access to parts of the original
not included in the duplicate,," but Rule 10-01(c) states duplicate
is defined as "a precise reproduction of the original."

Professor

Cleary cited a Japanese case in the Second Circuit which would
highlight some of the problems.

Professor Weinstein stated he

thought the rule as drafted is a fine rule but he would have less
reservation about it

if, before it is put into operation, the

other side would have to be notified before the trial that you

4 F.

intend to rely on the duplicate and that he must fijrniih rncopy.
Professor Cleary stated that he felt insofar as possible the
Committee should steer around the requirement of giving notice to

-

.,

the opposing party.

Professor Weinstein stated he thought there

was a lot of force to that argument but on the otherhand there
are two Droblems to stay between.

Professor Cleary thought his

draft partially took care of Professor Weinstein's8 point by saying -

"unless a substantial question is raised as to the authenticity of
the original

if

.

.

e ."

Judge Van Pelt stated he was not satisfied

X

Ihe draft is going to say "that the precise reproduction of the-

original is not a complete reproduction".

Judge Estes stated that

X

in support of Professor Weinstein's argument he felt that a set
of rules of evidence is

being drafted to fit

in with the trial

of t

law suit in the courthouse from the day it is filed until the time
the evidence is offered to arrive at a Just, speedy and. inexpensive disposition of a law suit and people should not be
allowed to take either all or part of an original document and

-~~~

~~

-

-X..-

j

L_ _L

_

X___

,19.
offer it

in evidence in a law suit unless it has been Seen or

the original has been accounted for in this trial.

Judge Estes

stated that the modern law sulit would have to deal with computer
A~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I1

evidence,and the Chairman asked the Reporter to keep this in mind

I

in dealing with the drafts.

Judge Sobeloff suggested that after

-4

the word "or" in the third sentence that the rest of the
sentence
be deleted and the following terminology be substituted therefor:

11

"the court finds that in the circumstances unfairness to
the

]

opponent would result from its admission."
At the stated time for adjournment no formal action had been
taken on this rule.

-

Xl

The dates of February 3, 4, and 5, 1966, were set for the

next meeting of the Committee.
The meeting adjourned at twelve o'clock noon.
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